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Abstract: In this work we study mesonic excitations in a Quantum Field Theory dual to
the non Abelian T-dual of AdS5×S5, using a D6 brane probe on the Sfetsos-Thompson back-
ground. Before and after the duality, we observe interesting differences between the spectra
and interpret them. The spectrum of masses and the interactions between mesonic excitations
teach valuable lessons about the character of non-Abelian T-duality and its implications for
Holography. The case of Abelian T-duality is also studied.
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1 Introduction and General Idea of this Paper
Dualities are a very powerful tool in Theoretical Physics, particularly in the areas of Quan-
tum Field Theory and String Theory. The possibility of calculating observables in the non-
perturbative regime of a given physical system ’A’ using the perturbative dynamics and
degrees of freedom of a system ’B’, opened the door to a different appreciation of what Quan-
tum Field Theory or String Theory actually are. Indeed, one of the conceptual changes that
the discovery of dualities have catalyzed, is that actually the system A is the same as the
system B, in spite of the possibly very different appearance of A and B.
Paradigmatic representations of this idea in the area of String Theory are the web of
String dualities [1], the Maldacena Conjecture [2], dualities involving topological strings [3]
and many other examples with different physical or mathematical relevance. There are also
numerous examples of dualities purely in Quantum Field Theory, the logic and the conceptual
advances they generated are of the same characteristics.
Of course, there are situations in which the two dual descriptions are proposed to be
equivalent only in some regime (for example at low energies) [4]. Also, there are examples
where a mix of dualities and new parameters are introduced. These typically correspond to a
deformation of the original system ’A’ into a new system ’B’ whose dynamics is characterized
by this new parameter; examples of this are [5], [6].
But the general lore is that when applying a transformation to dual variables, both sys-
tems are the same. For example, T-duality was shown to be an equivalent way of rewriting
the sigma model describing the string worldsheet dynamics (as vectorial or axial gaugings of
the sigma model) [7]. This has interesting consequences, like the phenomena of ’supersym-
metry without supersymmetry’ [8]. In that case, the T-dual of AdS5×S5 (along a U(1) that
is fibered over CP2) is non-susy at the level of Supergravity, but SUSY is recovered when
considering the full type IIA String Theory.
The case of non-Abelian T-duality is particularly interesting for this logic. Indeed, after it
was introduced by de la Ossa and Quevedo [9], this generalization of T-duality was subject of
careful research. The main puzzling problems concerned the invertibility and global aspects of
the duality—see for example the papers [10]. Interestingly, Giveon and Rocek [11], suggested
that non-Abelian T-duality is transforming the sigma-model conformal field theory into a
different conformal field theory. If this were the case, non-Abelian T-duality should be just
a transformation between different sigma models (hence not strictly a duality). Both sigma
models give place to different Supergravity backgrounds satisfying the equations of motion,
but more importantly different String Theories defined on these backgrounds. The initial and
the transformed sigma model would not be identical when including string corrections.
While these puzzling issues with non-Abelian T-duality seemed to have fell off the at-
tention of researchers during various years, it was the work of Sfetsos and Thompson [12]
that brought them back to our interest. Indeed, the paper [12] provided an algorithmic
way to transform Ramond fields, working out interesting examples, like that of AdS5 × S5,
AdS3 × S4 × T 4, etc. This opened the way to apply it to systems with a well understood
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holographic dual. The problem of the ’duality-character’ of the non-abelian T-dual transfor-
mation gets mapped to the study of the quantum field theory dual of the original and the
transformed backgrounds.
At least at the level of Supergravity the analysis seems to confirm the proposal of [11].
Indeed, it was understood in a variety of papers—see for example [13] -[17], that the dual
field theory to the non-Abelian T-dual background is different from the field theory dual
to the seed-background. The holographic approach to the problem also allowed to resolve
some questions regarding global aspects, range of coordinates, etc. Many papers have dis-
cussed applications of non-Abelian T-duality to holography [18]-[24], where both physical and
geometrical aspects of the duality were analyzed.
In this work we consider an observable that combines aspects of Supergravity and String
Theory. We study the mesonic-like excitations of a quenched (in the sense that
Nf
Nc
∼ 0)
quantum field theory. These excitations will be calculated as fluctuations of a probe D-brane
in a Supergravity background. The mass spectra of these excitations is a ’clean’ observable
to learn about the character of the Non-Abelian T-dual transformation.
We will consider the example of AdS5 × S5 and its mesonic excitations represented by
the fluctuations of a probe D7 brane—the work of Kruczenski, Mateos, Myers and Winters
[25]. We will non-Abelian T-dualize the system to obtain the dual to an N = 2 conformal
field theory that is probed by a D6 brane. This probe brane will have induced charge of D4
brane on its worldvolume due to the presence of a Neveu-Schwarz B2 field and will also be
affected by a non-trivial dilaton. We will calculate the spectra of masses and interactions for
a set of consistent fluctuations in the backgrounds before and after the duality and compare
these observables. We will also perform the comparison with the Abelian T-dual background,
again probed by a D6/D4 system with B2 and dilaton.
Summary of the Results
We will show that for the D6 brane fluctuating in the non-Abelian T-dual background
there are three possible consistent fluctuations, types I, II and III. The interesting differences
between the spectrum of masses and interactions in the ’seed’ and T-dualized backgrounds,
happen for the type I excitations. These change under duality. This points to the fact
that at the Supergravity level the dual N = 2 conformal field theories associated with D7
branes probing AdS5 × S5 and D6 branes probing the T-dual backgrounds are different four
dimensional CFTs. It might be the case that string corrections rectify these differences, but
if this is the case the mechanism for which it happens is unclear to us at present.
Plan of the paper
This is a paper with a high density of long calculations. The main part of the paper
contains various sections that summarize old and well established results together with the
new ones. To make the reading more fluid we have written a large number of detailed
appendices that the reader may consult.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we set conventions and summarize
the backgrounds, both the seed-solution and the ones generated by duality. In Section 3,
we discuss the results of the important paper [25]. In Sections 4 and 5 we calculate the
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mesonic excitations fluctuating a D6 brane both in the non-Abelian and in the Abelian T-
dual backgrounds. Spectra of masses are obtained and compared with the analogous ones
in [25]. It is here that we observe the non-trivial effect of non-Abelian T-duality on the
spectrum of excitations. The interaction between the fluctuations studied in previous sections
are discussed in Section 6. Interesting differences with those in [25], that add to the point
we are making above are discussed there. A summary of the results is given in Section 7
and a set of conclusions and possible future topics of research are given in Section 8. As we
mentioned, various detailed appendices complement the presentation.
2 The Supergravity Solutions
In this section, we will summarize the different backgrounds in Type II Supergravity that
feature in our calculations. In Section 4, these solutions will be probed by Dp-branes and we
will compute the spectrum and interactions of the fluctuations of these D-branes.
To set our conventions and explain the notation, let us start with our ’seed’ solution, the
Type IIB AdS5 × S5 background,
ds2 =
R2
L2
dx21,3 +
L2
R2
(
du2 + u2dφ2 + dρ2 + ρ2dΩ23
)
,
F5 = dC4 , C4 =
R4
L4
dx1,3 −
L4 u2
(
R2 + ρ2
)
R4
dφ ∧Vol(Ω3) ,
(2.1)
where we defined,
R2 = u2 + ρ2 , dΩ23 = dα
2 + sin2 αdβ2 + sin2 α sin2 β dγ2. (2.2)
The Ramond five form has a quantized charge1,
1
2κ210TD3
∫
F5 = ND3 → L
4
α′2
= 4pigsND3. (2.3)
The reason to use this particular system of coordinates, introduced in [25], will be explained
in the following sections. We will now present the backgrounds generated by non-Abelian
T-duality and Abelian T-duality applied on eq.(2.1).
The non-Abelian T-dual background
We will now apply a non-Abelian T-duality transformation on the solution in eq.(2.1). The
resulting background was explicitly calculated (and aspects of the dual CFT were studied) in
various papers [12]-[16]. In Appendix A, we re-derive it using the general formulas developed
in [26]. Here, we will just quote the result for the NS and RR sectors of the supergravity
background.
1The integral
∫
d
[
u2
(
R2+ρ2
)
R4
]
= 1, is calculated moving to polar coordinates u = R cos θ, ρ = R sin θ,
with θ ∈ [0, pi/2]. We also use that 2κ210TDp = (2pi)7−pgsα′
7−p
2 .
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We perform a non-Abelian T-duality on one of the SU(2)’s inside the SO(4) of the three-
sphere. After the duality the coordinates on the sphere will be replaced by a set of three
coordinates that we label (r, χ, ξ). The coordinates (χ, ξ) describe a two sphere. The range of
the coordinate r is not determined by the duality procedure, but field theoretic considerations
in [16] allow to find it. The supergravity background reads, for the Neveu-Schwarz sector,
ds2 =
R2
L2
dx21,3 +
L2
R2
(
dρ2 + du2 + u2dφ2
)
+
4 α′2R2
L2ρ2
dr2 +
4 α′2L2R2ρ2 r2
16α′2R4r2 + L4ρ4
(dχ2 + sin2 χdξ2),
B2 =
16 α′3r3R4
16 α′2r2R4 + L4ρ4
Vol(S2) , e−2Φ =
L2ρ2
64 α′3R6
(
L4ρ4 + 16 α′2r2R4
)
.
(2.4)
For the Ramond-Ramond sector, we find,
F2 = d
[
L4 u2
(
R2 + ρ2
)
8 α′3/2R4
dφ
]
, F4 = B2 ∧ F2 ,
F6 = d
[
2
√
α′
L4
r2R3dx1,3 ∧ dR
]
, F8 = e
2Φ L
2r2ρ6
16 α′3/2R3
dx1,3 ∧ dR ∧ dr ∧Vol(S2) .
(2.5)
As in the papers [13]- [16], the charge of D6 branes is quantized and this imposes a relation
for the size of the space L after the duality,
QD6 =
1
2pigs
√
α′
∫
F2 = ND6 → L
4
α′2
= 8gsND6. (2.6)
The Page charge of D4 branes is vanishing, but as suggested in [20], [22] and explained in
[13], [15], [16], the r-coordinate is naturally divided in intervals of size pi. This generates, in
the r-interval [qpi, (q + 1)pi], a Page charge for D4 branes QD4 = qND6.
In the following sections we consider the dynamics of a probe D6 brane that extends
along [x1,3, ρ, χ, ξ]. Hence, it is useful to present the expressions for the RR potentials C5 and
C7. These potentials are related to the RR forms F6 and F8,
F6 = dC5 , F8 = dC7 −H ∧ C5 . (2.7)
The expressions for C1, C3, C5 and C7 are,
C1 =
L4 u2
(
R2 + ρ2
)
8 α′3/2R4
dφ , C3 =
2α′3/2L4
L4ρ4 + 16 α′2r2R4
(
R4 − ρ4)r3 dφ ∧Vol(S2) ,
C5 =
2
√
α′
L4
r2R3dx1,3 ∧ dR , C7 =
4α′3/2r3R3
(
8 α′2r2R4 − L4ρ4)
3L4
(
16 α′2r2R4 + L4ρ4
) dx1,3 ∧ dR ∧Vol(S2) .
(2.8)
While these expressions are complicated, the combinations C7 − B2 ∧ C5, appearing in
the Wess-Zumino part of the Lagrangian of the D6 brane is simpler,
C7 −B2 ∧ C5 = −4α
′3/2
3L4
R3r3 dx1,3 ∧ dR ∧Vol(S2) . (2.9)
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This completes our presentation of the non-Abelian T-dual background. Let us now present
the second background that will be relevant to our calculation, the (Abelian) T-dual of
AdS5 × S5.
The Hopf-T-dual solution
In order to perform a Hopf-T-duality it is convenient to write the metric of the three-sphere
in terms of the left invariant one forms,
ω1 =
1√
2
(
cos γ dα+ sin γ sinα dβ
)
, ω2 =
1√
2
(− sin γ dα+ cos γ sinα dβ) ,
ω3 =
1√
2
(
dγ + cosα dβ
)
, dΩ23 =
1
2
(
ω21 + ω
2
2 + ω
2
3
)
.
(2.10)
We calculate the Hopf-T-duality of the background in eq.(2.1), along the direction γ. The
Neveu-Schwarz sector is,
ds2 =
R2
L2
dx21,3 +
L2
R2
(
dρ2 + du2 + u2dφ2
)
+
4 α′2R2
L2ρ2
dγ2 +
L2ρ2
4R2
(dα2 + sin2 α dβ2).
B2 = α
′γ sinα dα ∧ dβ , e−2Φ = L
2ρ2
4α′R2
,
(2.11)
and the Ramond-Ramond sector is,
F0 = F2 = F8 = 0 , F4 =
L4ρ3u
2
√
α′R6
(
ρdu−udρ
)
∧dφ∧Vol(S2) , F6 = d
[
4
√
α′
L4
γR3dx1,3∧dR
]
.
(2.12)
There is here a quantized charge of D4 branes,
QD4 =
1
8pi3gsα′3/2
∫
F4 = ND4 → L
4
α′2
= 4pigsND4. (2.13)
As discussed above, we will consider the dynamics of aD6 brane that extends along [x1,3, ρ, α, β].
The expressions for the RR potentials C3 and C5 will be used in the Wess-Zumino part of the
action for the probe brane. These potentials are related to the RR forms F4 and F6 through
the relations F4 = dC3, F6 = dC5 and read,
C3 =
L4uρ3φ
2
√
α′R6
(
udρ− ρdu) ∧Vol(S2) , C5 = 4√α′
L4
γR3dx1,3 ∧ dR . (2.14)
Moreover, the RR 7-form potential C7, is not trivial in this case. Indeed, we have F2 = F8 = 0,
but since F8 = dC7 −H ∧ C5 —and in this case H ∧ C5 6= 0— we must have a C7 such that
dC7 = H ∧ C5. After a straightforward integration we find,
C7 = −α
′3/2
L4
R4 γ dx1,3 ∧ dγ ∧Vol(S2) . (2.15)
We leave these backgrounds at this point. These will be used below to calculate the action of
a probe D6-brane. Let us now summarize the results for the calculation of the fluctuations
of a probe D7 brane in the background of eq.(2.1), first discussed in the seminal paper [25].
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3 Summary of Results for AdS5 × S5: the work of KMMW
In this section, we discuss the main results of the pioneering work of Kruczenski, Mateos,
Myers and Winters (KMMW) on N = 2 meson spectroscopy [25]. Our goal in this section,
is to provide a self-contained summary of these results. We will write here key-equations for
the mass spectra, while full details for their derivation will be relegated to the Appendix B.
We work in the context of the original version of the AdS/CFT correspondence [2]. The
authors of [25] considered the addition of fundamental hypermultiplets (flavor degrees of
freedom or dynamical quarks) in the N = 4 SYM theory, thus breaking the supersymmetry
to N = 2. On the string theory side, the addition of fundamental Nf -flavor degrees of freedom
(and its associated SU(Nf ) global symmetry) corresponds to the introduction of a stack of
Nf D7 probe branes [27]. The D7 branes and the stack of N D3 branes that generate the
type IIB supergravity background are taken to be parallel along the Minkowski directions.
This configuration can be represented by the following array,
D3 0 1 2 3 − − − − − −
D7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 − − (3.1)
The hypermultiplets in the field theory side arise from the lightest modes of the strings that
are stretched between the D3 and D7 branes (i.e. the 3 − 7 and 7 − 3 strings) and thus
their mass corresponds to the energy of those strings, given by mq = lq/2piα
′, where lq is the
separation of the two stacks of branes in the 89-directions.
The analysis that will be presented in this and the following sections is carried out in
the probe approximation, which means that we take the number of the flavor branes to be
much smaller than that of the color branes (i.e. Nf  N). In this limit, the flavor branes do
not backreact on the geometry generated by the color branes. Equivalently, the dynamics of
mesons is influenced by the dynamics of glueballs, but not vice-versa (the meson dynamics is
’quenched’). For simplicity in our calculation, we consider Nf = 1 probe D7-branes.
It should be clarified, that in this particular theory we do not have mesons and glueballs
like in Yang-Mills or QCD, but it is more appropriate to think about these excitations as
bound states.
In order to study the spectroscopy of mesons (i.e. the quark-antiquark bound states) one
has to look at the fluctuations of the Born-Infeld (BI) fields on the D7-brane [28]. In the
present case, the linearized equations of motion for the fluctuations can be solved analytically
and as a result one also finds analytical expressions for the masses of the scalar and vector
mesons. In what follows we present the summary of such mass spectra. We use a notation that
is appropriate to make comparisons with analogous original results in the next sections, that
we found doing analogous calculations with the Abelian and non-Abelian T-dual backgrounds.
Let us start by considering a D7-brane that probes the geometry generated by the D3
branes in eq. (2.1) according to the array (3.1). Notice that we parametrize the 6-dimensional
space, that is transverse to the directions of the D3 branes as,
d~Y 2 = dR2 +R2dΩ25 = du
2 + u2dφ2 + dρ2 + ρ2dΩ23 , (3.2)
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where R is the holographic coordinate, dΩ23 and dΩ
2
5 are the line elements for a unit three-
and five-spheres respectively. In this parametrization, ρ and Ω3 parametrize the directions
(4, 5, 6, 7) while u and φ the transverse directions (8, 9). Also, ρ corresponds to the distance
in the directions (4, 5, 6, 7) and u is the distance in the directions (8, 9). Thus ρ and u are
related to the usual holographic coordinate R, as R2 = u2 + ρ2. The D7 brane is taken in
such a way that,
u = u0 = const , φ = φ0 = const , (3.3)
where u0 measures the distance of the D7 and D3 branes along their common transverse
directions. As a result, the induced metric of the D7 brane in our notation takes the form,
ds2 =
ρ2 + u20
L2
dx21,3 +
L2
ρ2 + u20
(
dρ2 + ρ2dΩ23
)
. (3.4)
Notice that in this way, we can have the D7 brane ”ending” at ρ = 0 without any tad-
pole problem—see [27]. Also, the quarks acquire a mass proportional to u0, hence breaking
conformality in quenched fashion and giving a nontrivial dynamics to the system.
In order to study the meson spectrum of this system one has to look at the fluctuations
of the DBIWZ action for the D7 brane,
LD7 = −TD7
∫
d8σe−Φ
√
−det (P [g] + F)+ TD7
2
∫
P [C4] ∧ F ∧ F , (3.5)
where F ≡ B2 + 2piα′F and F is the field strength of the worldvolume gauge field. Up to
quadratic order, it turns out that the fluctuations of the scalars (u, φ) do not couple to those
of the worldvolume gauge field and thus one can study them separately. We will now describe
the result for the masses of scalar and vector excitations. Full details of the derivation are
relegated to Appendix B.
Fluctuations of the scalar fields
Expanding the Lagrangian in eq.(3.4) for fluctuations of the form u = u0 + δu and φ =
0 + δφ, the dynamics of these excitations—to second order– is given by a Lagrangian that
schematically reads,
L2 ∼
√−det gind
ρ2 + u20
(
(∂u)2 + u20(∂φ)
2
)
. (3.6)
Studying the solutions to the corresponding differential equation, demanding their regularity,
square integrability and a special conspiracy of constants to have a finite series expansion
(the full details of this logic and computation are discussed in Appendix B), we obtain the
mass spectrum for the fluctuation, labelled by two positive integers (n, l). This reads 2,
M2s (n, l) =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l + 1
)(
n+ l + 2
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . . (3.7)
2 Notice that for the scalar and the type II mesons we take l ≥ 1, i.e. we exclude the modes with l = 0
in contrast with [25]. The reason we do this is because it turns out that the modes with l = 0 are not square
integrable. For more details about the square integrability of the modes the reader is referred to the subsection
4.1.2.
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One also finds that the conformal dimension of the operator corresponding to these fluctu-
ations is ∆ = l + 3. Details of this derivation are spelled out in Appendix B. Let us now
succinctly discuss the case of vectorial fluctuations.
Fluctuations of the gauge fields
Following a similar logic to the one described above, we consider the perturbation,
Aa = 0 + δAa ⇒ Fab = 0 + δFab . (3.8)
According to [25] there are three types of consistent fluctuations, each one of them is described
below.
Type I mesons: In this case the proposed fluctuation is,
δAµ = 0 , δAρ = 0 , δAi = e
ik·xϕ±I (ρ)Y l,±i
(
S3
)
, (3.9)
where Y l,±i
(
S3
)
with l ≥ 1 are the vector spherical harmonics on S3 The differential equations
and the physically acceptable solutions for this fluctuation are spelled out in Appendix B.
From the solutions we can extract the mass spectra M˜ = ML
2
u0
, for the type I fluctuations
(mesons) which are [25] ,
M2I,+ =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l + 2
)(
n+ l + 3
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . ,
M2I,− =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l
)(
n+ l + 2
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . .
(3.10)
Also, from the asymptotic behavior of the solutions at large values of ρ one finds that the
conformal dimensions of the corresponding operators at the UV are ∆+ = l+5 and ∆− = l+1.
Type II mesons: Another consistent fluctuation is,
δAµ = ζµe
ik·xϕII(ρ)Y l
(
S3
)
, k · ζ = 0 , δAρ = 0 , δAi = 0 . (3.11)
and the associated mass spectrum was found to be [25],
M2II =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l + 1
)(
n+ l + 2
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . . (3.12)
Also, one finds that the conformal dimension of the associated operator is ∆ = l + 3.
Type III mesons: The fluctuation we consider now is,
δAµ = 0 , δAρ = e
ik·xϕIII(ρ)Y l
(
S3
)
, δAi = e
ik·xϕ˜III(ρ)∂iY l
(
S3
)
. (3.13)
Things in this case are slightly more involved (details are explained in Appendix B), but
following the same logic as above leads to the mass spectrum [25],
M2III =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l + 1
)(
n+ l + 2
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . . (3.14)
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Finally, from the behavior of the solution at the boundary we read the conformal dimen-
sion of the associated operator to be ∆ = l + 3.
This completes the summary of the spectrum of masses (the reader unfamiliar with this
material should complement it with the explanations in Appendix B). The paper [25] initiated
a line of work that when applied to different gauge-string duals gave numerous results of
interest in Physics. A summary of those results can be found in [29].
We will now study and describe in more detail the same results for the fluctuations of a
probe D6 brane both in the non-Abelian and Abelian T-dual backgrounds of eqs.(2.4)- (2.5)
and (2.11)-(2.12). The comparison between these observable spectra teaches valuable lessons
about the character of these dualities.
4 Mesons in the T-dual Backgrounds
In this section, we study the fluctuations of a D6 brane, that extends on the Minkowski R1,3
and ρ-directions and wraps the two sphere Ω2(χ, ξ) of the Type IIA background in eqs.(2.4)-
(2.5). This set-up can be summarized by the following array,
NATD x1,3 u φ ρ r Ω2(χ, ξ)
D6 × − − × − × (4.1)
We will identify these fluctuations with the bosonic part of meson superfields in the dual
N = 2 CFT. The goal of this section is to find the spectra of masses for different kinds of
consistent fluctuations.
The embedding of the probe D6 brane is determined by giving the expression of the
transverse coordinates of the background (u, φ, r) as functions of the worldvolume coordinates,
u = u(xµ, ρ, χ, ξ), φ = φ(xµ, ρ, χ, ξ), r = r(xµ, ρ, χ, ξ),
and subject these functions to solve the equations of motion coming from the DBIWZ Action,
LD6 = −TD6
∫
d7σe−Φ
√
−det (g + F)+TD6 ∫ (C7−F∧C5+ 1
2
C3∧F2− 1
6
C1∧F3
)
, (4.2)
where F = B2 + 2piα′F and F is the field strength of the worldvolume gauge field. The
existence of such solutions is discussed in Appendix C and we show there, that one possible
solution is
r = 0 , u, φ = arbitrary constants .
However, such a solution is not useful for the study of the fluctuations of the D6 brane since,
as explained in Appendix C, for r = 0 the brane action vanishes identically (both the DBI
and the WZ parts of the action vanish).
At this point, we recall a nice subtlety that appears in backgrounds obtained by non-
Abelian T-duality. This was first observed in [22] and elaborated upon in [13], [15]. Indeed,
backgrounds like that in eq.(2.4), present a shrinking two cycle Σ2[χ, ξ] that vanishes at the
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position ρ = 0. A Bohm-Aharonov-like experiment should not be able to detect a Euclidean
string that wraps q-times the cycle Σ2. This implies the quantization of the quantity,
b0 =
1
4pi2α′
∫
Σ2
B2 = q, q = 1, 2, . . . (4.3)
We will impose that 0 ≤ b0 ≤ 1. Calculating explicitly with the B2 in eq.(2.4) specialized at
ρ = 0, we find that b0 =
r
pi . This implies that the coordinate r naturally divides in intervals
of size pi. If we are in the interval qpi < r < (q + 1)pi, we should perform a large gauge
transformation,
Bl.g.2 =
16 α′3r3R4
16 α′2r2R4 + L4ρ4
sinχdχ ∧ dξ − qα′pi sinχdχ ∧ dξ , q = 1, 2, . . . (4.4)
bringing b0 back to the interval 0 ≤ b0 ≤ 1. It is precisely these large gauge transformations
that allow us to find more interesting embeddings, with non-vanishing action.
In fact, in Appendix C, we find constant embeddings of the form,
r = q pi , q = 1, 2, . . . u, φ = arbitrary constants . (4.5)
Interestingly, the fact that these D6 branes ’sit’ at the points r = qpi suggest the ’physical
reality’ of the intervals. When discussing interactions between the fluctuations, we will find
that the couplings between mesons depend on the integer q.
In the following we are going to consider the fluctuations of the D6 brane around the
embedding in eq.(4.5). For that purpose we will consider fluctuations of the embedding
functions (r, u, φ) and the worldvolume gauge field AM , following the perturbation scheme
below,
r = q pi + δr , u = u0 + δu , φ = 0 + δφ , AM = 0 + δAM , (4.6)
where the fluctuations depend on all the worldvolume coordinates. The constant u0 must be
nontrivial. It is u0 the scale that we introduce in our CFT dual to the non-Abelian T-dual
background. This scale allows the possibility of having the mesonic bound states.
To study the fluctuations in eq.(4.6), in Appendix D we have developed general formulas
for a generic perturbation of the form (D.1). In this case the equations of motion for the
fluctuations in eq.(4.6), give a coupled system of second order differential equations that is
written in Appendix F.
A priori, one might expect qualitative differences between these fluctuations and those
in the paper of KMMW. Indeed, not only the isometries of the backgrounds are different, in
KMMW the probe is a D7 brane, here we have a D6 with charge of D4 brane induced on
its worldvolume due to the large gauge transformation —see [13], [15]. Intuitively, we might
also expect that the dynamics of our fluctuations to be more of the type studied in [30] for
Dp − D(p+ 2) branes. Besides, we have also a B2 NS field and a nontrivial dilaton in our
system, that are vanishing in the KMMW case. Were all these intuitions correct, the effects
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of the non-Abelian T-duality would be very noticeable in the spectra. The rest of this section
studies this question.
We will make use of the perturbation scheme written in eq.(4.6) in the case in which the
fluctuations resemble the consistent ones classified by KMMW. We will consider fluctuations
of Types I, II and III. All these will have fluctuations of the scalar directions (u, φ). These
directions have been ’untouched’ by the process of non-Abelian T-duality and we expect their
dynamics to be unaffected too. Configurations of Type I will fluctuate the r-coordinate and
the gauge fields on the two-sphere. Type II configurations present a vector meson, as the
gauge fields on the Minkowski directions will be excited. Finally, type III configurations will
switch on a gauge field on the ρ and sphere directions. Below, we will study the effect of
each of these particular consistent fluctuation on the general equations of motion written in
Appendix F. We will start with what we call Type I fluctuations in our system.
4.1 Type I solutions
Let us start with the study of the mesons of type I. For this purpose we use the following
ansatz for the fluctuations3,
δr = F(r)(ρ) e
ik·x Y l(χ, ξ) , δu = F(u)(ρ) eik·x Y l(χ, ξ) , δφ = F(φ)(ρ) eik·x Y l(χ, ξ)
δAµ = 0 , δAρ = 0 , δAχ = φI(ρ) e
ik·x ∂ξY l(χ, ξ)
sinχ
, δAξ = −φI(ρ) eik·x sinχ ∂χY l(χ, ξ) .
(4.7)
The function Y l is the scalar spherical harmonic on a two-sphere and thus it is solution of
the eigenvalue problem,
∇2S2Y l = −l(l + 1) Y l . (4.8)
Moreover, notice that the angular parts in the expressions for δAχ and δAξ above correspond
to the vector harmonics defined in terms of the scalar harmonics of S2 as
√
g˜ Y li ≡ g˜ij jk∇kY l,
where g˜ij are the metric components of the unit two-sphere. Using this ansatz we specialize
eqs.(F.1)-(F.5) for the consistent fluctuation in eq.(4.7) and rewrite the equations of motion
for each fluctuated field as,
Equations for δu and δφ
F ′′(u)+
3
ρ
F ′(u)+
[
L4M2
(u20 + ρ
2)2
−4l(l + 1)
ρ2
]
F(u) = 0 , F
′′
(φ)+
3
ρ
F ′(φ)+
[
L4M2
(u20 + ρ
2)2
−4l(l + 1)
ρ2
]
F(φ) = 0 .
(4.9)
Equation for δr
3The l = 0 mode for the fluctuations δAχ, δAξ, does not participate in the following analysis, since
Y 0(χ, ξ) = 1 and its derivative puts to zero the gauge field fluctuations along the directions χ and ξ.
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F ′′(r)+
u20 + 5ρ
2
ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)F ′(r)+
[
L4M2
(u20 + ρ
2)2
− 4
ρ2
u20 + 3ρ
2
u20 + ρ
2
−4l(l + 1)
ρ2
]
F(r)−
8pil(l + 1)
ρ2
u20 + 3ρ
2
u20 + ρ
2
φI = 0 .
(4.10)
Equations for δAχ and δAξ,
φ′′I +
u20 + 5ρ
2
ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)φ′I +
[
L4M2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 − 4l(l + 1)ρ2
]
φI − 2
piρ2
u20 + 3ρ
2
u20 + ρ
2
F(r) = 0 . (4.11)
On the other hand, the equations for δAµ, µ = t, x1, x2, x3 and δAρ, are satisfied identically.
Let us move to find an explicit solution for these linear second order differential equations.
4.1.1 Solving the equations
We will start first with the solution of the decoupled equations (4.9). It is convenient to
re-write them in terms of the dimensionless coordinate z = ρu0 ,
∂2zF(u) +
3
z
∂zF(u) +
[
M¯2
(1 + z2)2
− 4l(l + 1)
z2
]
F(u) = 0 ,
∂2zF(φ) +
3
z
∂zF(φ) +
[
M¯2
(1 + z2)2
− 4l(l + 1)
z2
]
F(φ) = 0 ,
(4.12)
where we have also defined the dimensionless constant M¯2 = L
4M2
u20
. The solutions are,
First solution z2l
(
1 + z2
)−α
2F1
(− α,−α+ 2l + 1; 2(l + 1);−z2) ,
Second solution z−2(l+1)
(
1 + z2
)−α
2F1
(− α,−α− 2l − 1;−2l;−z2) . (4.13)
Where we have defined,
α =
−1 +
√
1 + M¯2
2
> 0 or M¯2 = 4α
(
α+ 1
)
. (4.14)
We are interested only in the first solution since it is the only one that is regular at z = 0.
The second solution diverges at z = 0 and cannot be considered to be a small fluctuation.
The mass spectrum comes out if, as discussed in Appendix B, we require that,
− α+ 2l + 1 = −n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (4.15)
Then we find that,
M2 =
4u20
L4
(
n+ 2l + 1
)(
n+ 2l + 2
)
. (4.16)
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Some comments are in order here. Notice that the differential equations and the mass
spectrum for the fluctuated modes (δu, δφ), are exactly the same as the analogous ones in the
KMMW paper if we replace
lKMMW = 2lhere. (4.17)
In this case, the mass spectrum found above coincides with the analogous tower of states in
KMMW—see our eq.(3.7). Also, the equations (4.12) coincide with the analogous eqs.(B.13)
in KMMW. As expected, the directions that did not participate in the non-Abelian T-duality,
do not show any change in its equations of motion and spectrum (in spite of having both
backgrounds different isometries, different field content and using different probes).
Let us now study the coupled system of differential equations (4.10) and (4.11). For our
convenience we define the operator O(I) which acts on functions of ρ as,
O(I)f = ∂2ρf +
u20 + 5ρ
2
ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)∂ρf + [ L4M2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 − 4l(l + 1)ρ2
]
f . (4.18)
Then the equations (4.10) and (4.11) can be written in matrix form as,
O(I)
(
F(r)
φI
)
= aM(I)
(
F(r)
φI
)
, (4.19)
where, we defined,
a =
4
ρ2
u20 + 3ρ
2
u20 + ρ
2
, M(I) =
(
1 2pil(l + 1)
1
2pi 0
)
. (4.20)
To solve this problem, we diagonalize the matrix M(I) whose eigenvalues are,
λ1 = −l , λ2 = l + 1 . (4.21)
The matrix that diagonalizes M(I) is ,
P =
(−2pil 2pi(l + 1)
1 1
)
(4.22)
and thus P−1M(I)P = D = diag(λ1, λ2) . Let us now define the vector,
Y =
(
y1
y2
)
= P−1
(
F(r)
φI
)
. (4.23)
Then the system of differential equations (4.10) and (4.11), can be written as,
∂2ρy1 +
u20 + 5ρ
2
ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)∂ρy1 + [ L4M2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 − 4l(l + 1)ρ2 + 4lρ2 u20 + 3ρ2u20 + ρ2
]
y1 = 0 ,
∂2ρy2 +
u20 + 5ρ
2
ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)∂ρy2 + [ L4M2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 − 4l(l + 1)ρ2 − 4
(
l + 1
)
ρ2
u20 + 3ρ
2
u20 + ρ
2
]
y2 = 0 ,
(4.24)
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or, in terms of the coordinate z we have
∂2zy1 +
1 + 5z2
z
(
1 + z2
)∂zy1 + [ M¯2(
1 + z2
)2 − 4l(l + 1)z2 + 4lz2 1 + 3z21 + z2
]
y1 = 0 ,
∂2zy2 +
1 + 5z2
z
(
1 + z2
)∂zy2 + [ M¯2(
1 + z2
)2 − 4l(l + 1)z2 − 4
(
l + 1
)
z2
1 + 3z2
1 + z2
]
y2 = 0 .
(4.25)
Both equations (4.25) can be solved in terms of hypergeometric functions. The two solutions
for y1 are,
First solution z2l
(
1 + z2
)−α−1
2F1
(− α+ 2l − 1,−α+ 1; 2l + 1;−z2) ,
Second solution z−2l
(
1 + z2
)−α−1
2F1
(− α− 2l + 1,−α− 1;−2l + 1;−z2) , (4.26)
while those for y2 are,
First solution z2l+2
(
1 + z2
)−α−1
2F1
(− α− 1,−α+ 2l + 3; 2l + 3;−z2) ,
Second solution z−2(l+1)
(
1 + z2
)−α−1
2F1
(− α+ 1,−α− 2l − 3;−2l − 1;−z2) . (4.27)
From the expressions above we notice that in both cases the solutions that are regular at
z = 0 are the first ones, hence the only ones we will consider here. Let us now try to obtain
the mass spectrum for the mode y1. In that case we have to require
− α+ 2l − 1 = −n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (4.28)
Then for z  1 the solution behaves as z−2l. This vanishes when z approaches the infinity
only if l ≥ 1. The mass spectrum is given by,
M2 =
4u20
L4
(
n+ 2l − 1)(n+ 2l) , l = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (4.29)
In order to obtain the mass spectrum for the mode y2 we impose,
− α+ 2l + 3 = −n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (4.30)
and the mass spectrum is then given by,
M2 =
4u20
L4
(
n+ 2l + 3
)(
n+ 2l + 4
)
. (4.31)
In summary, we have found that the diagonal modes (y1, y2) have an equation of motion
and a spectrum that is different from the analogous one for the modes ϕ±I in KMMW, written
in eqs.(B.22), (B.24). In other words, we find that for type I fluctuations, the strongly coupled
meson dynamics, described by a probe D6 brane on the non-Abelian T-dual background in
eqs.(2.4)-(2.5) differs from the analogous one in the seed system, calculated with a D7 probe
on AdS5 × S5. This is an interesting contribution of this paper. The non-Abelian T-duality,
at least at this stage of the analysis is not just a re-writing of the same physical system. We
shall now study the square integrability of the solutions of Type I.
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4.1.2 Square integrability of the solutions
We study now the square integrability of the solutions in this section. We remind the reader
that, for a generic fluctuation f(xµ, ρ,Ω2), we impose,∫
d7x
√
−det gind
∣∣∣f(xµ, ρ,Ω2)∣∣∣2 <∞. (4.32)
We choose to impose this condition, since we are solving a Sturm-Liouville like problem in a
curved space. Other possible criteria would be to impose that the modes have finite action.
Enforcing the condition in eq.(4.32) is more stringent than imposing the finiteness of the
action.
In the case at hand, using eq.(2.4), we find,
det gind = −R
6
L6
[
4α′2L2R2ρ2r2
16α′2R4r2 + L4ρ4
]2
sin2 χ. (4.33)
We see that the only place where square integrability of the solutions can break down is in the
integral in the ρ-direction. Indeed, since
√−det gind ∼ ρ3 ∼ z3 for large values of ρ or z, we
will need that the modes f decay at least as f ∼ 1
ρ2+
. Let us first apply this to the solutions
for the scalar modes (u, φ) found in eq.(4.32). Since α = n + 2l + 1 and the hypergeometric
asymptotes to 2F1 ∼ z2n, for large values of the coordinate z, the fluctuations behave as,
u ∼ φ ∼ z
2l
z2n+4l+2
× z2n ∼ 1
z2l+2
. (4.34)
This implies that the combination√
det g|u|2 ∼
√
det g|φ|2 ∼ 1
z4l+1
. (4.35)
We then find that the wave functions are square integrable if l = 1, 2, 3, 4..... The mode with
l = 0 is not square integrable, hence should not be considered part of the spectrum4.
We analyze in a similar fashion, the square integrability of the system (y1, y2). Let us
start with the simpler case of the mode y2. As we explained, in this case α = n+ 2l + 3 and
for large values of z we have,
y2(z) ∼ 1
z2l+6
→
√
det g|y2|2 ∼ 1
z4l+9
, (4.36)
rendering all the fluctuations of y2 square integrable.
4The square integrability condition can be thought of as a wave function renormalization. All excitations
can be square integrable, given a cutoff Λ in the theory. The coupling between a problematic field fNR with
an operator made out of square integrable fields O(φR) is of the form V ∼ fNRO(φR). Scaling fNR → f√
Λ
to normalize it, implies that when removing the cutoff the Hilbert space will split and there will be no
communication between the square integrable and problematic modes. Thanks to Maurizio Piai for a discussion
about this.
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We move now on to the study of the fluctuations of y1. We should be more careful here.
When l > 1 we have that α = n+ 2l− 1 and y1 ∼ 1z2l . Hence for l = 2, 3, 4.... the fluctuation
modes of y1 are square integrable. For l = 1 we have that 2l + 1− α = 1− α and α = n+ 1.
The l = 1 modes of y1 decay as y1 ∼ 1z2 , making the fluctuation not square integrable.
In summary, the scalar modes (u, φ) are square integrable for l > 0, the y2 modes for
l ≥ 1 and the y1 modes for l ≥ 2.
4.2 Type II solutions
For the type II solutions we consider the ansatz below,
δr = 0 , δu = F(u)(ρ) e
ik·x Y l(χ, ξ) , δφ = F(φ)(ρ) eik·x Y l(χ, ξ)
δAµ = ζµ φII(ρ) e
ik·x Y l(χ, ξ) , k · ζ = 0 , δAρ = 0 , δAχ = 0 , δAξ = 0 .
(4.37)
Using this ansatz in the equations of motion (F.1) - (F.5) we obtain a set of second order
differential equations for the radial functions F(u), F(φ) and φII . It turns out that the differ-
ential equations satisfied by F(u) and F(φ) are given in eq. (4.9)—these directions are inert
under the duality. Hence we focus on the equation for φII given below,
Equations for δAµ, µ = t, x1, x2, x3
φ′′II +
3
ρ
φ′II +
[
L4M2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 − 4l(l + 1)ρ2
]
φII = 0 . (4.38)
Moreover, the equations for δr, δAρ, δAχ and δAξ are satisfied identically. Notice that the
eq.(4.38), is the same as the differential equations (4.9) and thus it shares the same solutions
and the same spectrum. We now study the Type III fluctuations.
4.3 Type III solutions
In this case we adopt the following ansatz for the fluctuations,
δr = 0 , δu = F(u)(ρ) e
ik·x Y l(χ, ξ) , δφ = F(φ)(ρ) eik·x Y l(χ, ξ)
δAµ = 0 , δAρ = φIII(ρ) e
ik·x Y l(χ, ξ) , δAχ = φ˜III(ρ) eik·x ∂χY l(χ, ξ) ,
δAξ = φ˜III(ρ) e
ik·x ∂ξY l(χ, ξ) .
(4.39)
Notice that here we use a different definition of the vector harmonics that appear in the
expressions for δAχ and δAξ, namely Y li ≡ ∇iY l. Plugging this ansatz in the equations of
motion (F.1) - (F.5) we obtain a set of second order differential equations for the radial func-
tions F(u), F(φ) and φIII , φ˜III . One can verify easily that F(u) and F(φ) satisfy the equations
(4.9). For the functions φIII and φ˜III we find,
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Equation for δAµ, µ = t, x1, x2, x3
φ′III +
3
ρ
φIII − 4l(l + 1)
ρ2
φ˜III = 0 . (4.40)
Equation for δAρ
4l(l + 1)φ˜′III +
[
L4M2ρ2
(u20 + ρ
2)2
− 4l(l + 1)
]
φIII = 0 . (4.41)
Equation for δAχ & δAξ
φ˜′′III − φ′III +
u20 + 5ρ
2
ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(φ˜′III − φIII)+ L4M2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 φ˜III . (4.42)
4.3.1 Solving the equations
Here we solve the differential equations that we found after imposing the type III constraints
to the equations of motion. This is a system of differential equations between the radial
functions φIII and φ˜III , namely eqs. (4.40), (4.41) and (4.42). Notice that the equation
(4.42) can be obtained from (4.40) and (4.41). This means that only two of these equations
are independent. For convenience we are going to find the solutions for φIII and φ˜III by
considering eqs. (4.40) and (4.41). In order to solve this system we differentiate the equation
(4.40) and we eliminate φ˜III using the equation (4.41). If we do this then we end up with the
following differential equation for φIII ,
∂z
[
1
z
∂z
(
z3φIII
)]
+
[
M¯2z2(
1 + z2
)2 − 4l(l + 1)
]
φIII = 0 . (4.43)
The two solutions of this equation are,
First solution z2l−1
(
1 + z2
)−α
2F1
(− α,−α+ 2l + 1; 2(l + 1);−z2) ,
Second solution z−2(l+1)−1
(
1 + z2
)−α
2F1
(− α,−α− 2l − 1;−2l;−z2) . (4.44)
Notice that the second solution is always singular at z = 0 while the first one is always regular
only for l ≥ 1. In order to compute the mass spectrum we will consider the first solution and
we will concentrate on the modes with l ≥ 1. Now if we require,
− α+ 2l + 1 = −n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (4.45)
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we see that for large z the solution behaves as z−2l−3 and the mass spectrum is given by the
formula,
M2 =
4u20
L4
(
n+ 2l + 1
)(
n+ 2l + 2
)
. (4.46)
Obviously this solution is square integrable. Knowing the solutions for φIII we can immedi-
ately find the solutions for φ˜III from the formula (4.40).
This finishes the analysis of the fluctuations in the background obtained by non-Abelian
T-duality. We briefly study now the Abelian T-dual case.
5 Mesons in the Hopf-T-dual background
In this section we are going to study the dynamics of a D6 brane which extends along the
directions x1,3, ρ, α, β of the dual solution in eqs. (2.11), (2.12). Such a configuration can be
described schematically with the following array,
Hopf-TD x1,3 u φ ρ γ Ω2(α, β)
D6 × − − × − × (5.1)
The DBIWZ action which describes dynamics of the brane now has the following form,
LD6 = −TD6
∫
d7σe−Φ
√
−det (g + F)+ TD6 ∫ (C7 −F ∧ C5 + 1
2
F ∧ F ∧ C3
)
. (5.2)
Again,for simplicity we are going to consider constant embeddings,
γ, u, φ = const . (5.3)
Before studying those embeddings we must first prove their existence 5. The way to do it is
to study the equations of motion for the embedding functions γ, u, φ, allowing a dependence
on all the worldvolume coordinates. If we do this we will realize that the only possibility for
a constant embedding is,
γ = 0 , u, φ = arbitrary constants . (5.4)
In order to compute the meson spectrum in this case we must examine the fluctuations of
the D6 brane around the embedding (5.4). For that purpose we will consider fluctuations of
the embedding functions γ, u, φ and the worldvolume gauge field following the perturbation
scheme
γ = 0 + δγ , u = u0 + δu , φ = 0 + δφ , AM = 0 + δAM , (5.5)
where the fluctuations depend on all the worldvolume coordinates and the constant u0 must
be nontrivial. As a result, the equations of motion for the fluctuations give a coupled system
5 For more details the reader is referred to the appendix C.2.
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of second order differential equations. The coupled system of the equations of motion can be
obtained from the equations (F.1) - (F.5) of the NATD case after replacing,
r → γ , χ→ α , ξ → β . (5.6)
Using this correspondence one can map the equations for the NATD case to the respective
equations in the Abelian T-dual case.
The correspondence in eq. (5.6) tells us that the equations of motion for the fluctuations
of the Hopf-T-dual case are the same to the equations of motion for the fluctuations in the
NATD case. This remarkable relation is illustrated at the level of the quadratic Lagrangians
for the fluctuations. Indeed, one can prove that the quadratic Lagrangians in the Hopf-T-dual
and the NATD cases differ only by an overall factor of qpi (more details about the quadratic
Lagrangians in these two cases can be found in the appendices E.1 and E.2). Due to the
existence of such a map, we do not have to solve the equations of motion since all of them
have already been solved in the previous section. We find the same mass spectra.
6 Interaction of the Fluctuations
Rather surprisingly, the meson spectrum analysis for both the non-Abelian T-dual background
in Section 4 and the Abelian T dual one in Section 5 cases turned out to be identical. In order
to probe the differences between the two distinct rotations6 of the archetypical AdS5 × S5
background, we move one step forward in the analysis of the effective meson theory and
consider the interactions between modes. Following closely [25], we will expand the D6-
brane action to higher order in the scalar fields. We then obtain a (3+1)-dimensional theory
through a KK reduction on the D6-brane worldvolume theory, over the internal S2 and along
the radial direction ρ.
We will restrict our analysis to the interactions of those scalars that are decoupled from
the rest, namely u and φ, and we will consider cubic and quartic terms in the expansion of the
Lagrangian. As will prove in the following, the analysis of the interaction terms between the
decoupled scalar mesons in the two effective theories will be enough to distinguish between
the Abelian and non-Abelian cases, a distinction that at the level of the spectrum (quadratic
expansion of the Lagrangian) was not possible.
We expand the brane Lagrangian in the Abelian and the non-Abelian case up to fourth
order and, to perform the integration of the radial ρ and angular coordinates, the following
field decomposition is used,
δu =
∑
α
Fα(u)(ρ)Y
α(S2)Uα(x
µ) , δφ =
∑
β
F β(φ)(ρ)Y
β(S2) Φβ(x
µ) , (6.1)
where the sum over α & β runs over all values of the quantum numbers l,m & n, denoting
the transformation properties under rotations (l,m) and Energy level n. The radial functions
in eq. (6.1) satisfy their respective equations of motion, namely eqs.(4.9).
6We use the word ’rotation’ a bit freely here. We just refer to the different transformations Abelian and
non-Abelian, as ’rotations’.
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Integrating the Lagrangian over ρ and S2 will produce dimensionless constants that will
depend on the different quantum numbers (l,m & n), which specify each KK mode. Due
to the orthogonality properties of the angular functions, after substituting eq.(6.1) into the
Lagrangian, the corresponding integral of each quadratic term will be proportional to δl,l′ ,
δm,m′ and δn,n′ . A simplification is possible for the quadratic terms, which contain a product
of two angular factors, but does not happen for the cubic (and quartic) terms, which contain
three (or more) angular functions.
After the integration, a proper normalization of the fields is required in order to bring
the quadratic Lagrangian to a canonical form. In this way, the resulting Lagrangian, can
be interpreted as a (3+1)-dimensional effective field theory for the mesons (a sort of ’chiral
Lagrangian’ for this particular system). Noticing that the required field redefinition is different
for each set of quantum numbers, with some loss of generality (but not losing qualitative
aspects of the dynamics) we present the expressions of the field redefinition for the set of
quantum numbers l = 2, m = n = 0,
UN (x
µ) =
24
√
385pi
u160
√
q N
U(xµ) & ΦN (x
µ) =
24
√
385pi
u170
√
q N
Φ(xµ) ⇒ NATD (6.2)
UA(x
µ) =
24pi
√
385
u160
√
N
U(xµ) & ΦA(x
µ) =
24pi
√
385
u170
√
N
Φ(xµ) ⇒ ATD (6.3)
The UN and ΦN have the same dimensions as δu and δφ, namely [L]
−1 and [L]−2. Substituting
these new fields into the Lagrangian we have the following expression for the quadratic part
(non-Abelian T-dual –NATD– and Abelian T-dual– ATD)7
L2 = − 1
2
(∂µU∂
µU + ∂µΦ∂
µΦ) − 1
2
M2
(
U2 + Φ2
)
. (6.4)
If we substitute these redefined fields in the cubic and quartic part of the Lagrangian it is
possible to read off the dimensionfull cubic and quartic coupling constants. From the cubic
expansion we have8
gφ(∂φ)2 ∼
1√
q N
α′
u0
∼ 1√
q N
1
mq
& gφ3 ∼
1
λ
1√
q N
mq ⇒ NATD (6.5)
while from the quartic terms,
gφ4 ∼
1
λ
1
q N
, gφ2(∂φ)2 ∼
1
q N
1
m2q
& g(∂φ)4 ∼
λ
q N
1
m4q
⇒ NATD (6.6)
where λ = gsN is the ’t Hooft coupling. Notice that the scaling with the number of colours is
the usual one in large-N phenomenology [31], being meson-decays suppressed in this regime.
This approach gives us the coefficient for the interaction terms, their dependence on the mass
7The mass parameters, for each set of quantum numbers, depend on n and l through the expression (4.16).
8In the following expressions φ is a general scalar, either one of the U or Φ. The letters in red-color indicate
the factor appears for the non-Abelian case only.
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of the quarks mq and the quantised parameter q, that would have been very hard to compute
with field theory methods.
A few important comments are in order. First it is clear, both from eqs. (6.5) and
(6.6), that the coupling constants of the non-Abelian T-dual background are dressed—with
powers of q— with respect to those of the Abelian case (and the case of AdS5 × S5). Let
us remind the reader that this parameter is related to the large gauge transformation in the
NATD background and to the massive embedding that we fluctuated to obtain the spectrum.
The different powers of q in equations (6.5) and (6.6) are easily understood if one combines
the q−1/2 that comes from the normalization of the scalar fields with the fact that in the
Lagrangian for the non-Abelian T-dual case, there is an overall factor of q.
Another point that deserves notice is that even when the two backgrounds came out of
non trivial dualities of the AdS5 × S5 solution, comparing the expansions of the Lagrangian
at quadratic, cubic and quartic order of the (u, φ) fluctuations, they satisfy the relation
LNATD = q piLATD. A final comment is that four out of the five couplings that appear in
eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) are also present in the AdS5×S5 analysis of [25]. The φ3 coupling is not
reported in the paper [25], but our analysis of that background shows that it is present.
Summarizing the analysis of the interactions of the decoupled scalar sector (u, φ), in
the non-Abelian and Abelian backgrounds, we arrive to the conclusion that the couplings
calculated with the Abelian T-dual background are the same as those calculated with AdS5×
S5, while those calculated with the non-Abelian T-dual solution are dressed by factors of q.
7 Analysis of the Results
In this section, we will summarize the results obtained by probing the non-abelian T-dual
background, we will compare these results with the analogous ones obtained in AdS5 × S5.
Let us start with the quadratic fluctuations and the spectra of masses.
We first deal with the scalar fluctuations (δu, δφ). These obey the same equations of
motion when considered as a fluctuation of a D7 brane in AdS5×S5—see eq.(B.13)–or when
studied as fluctuations of a D6 brane in the Type IIA non-abelian T-dual background–see
eq.(4.12).
The mass spectrum is the same as we found in eqs.(3.7) and eq.(4.16). Notice that the
l = 0 mode is not square integrable, so it should be excluded from the spectrum.
The profile of the fields (δu, δφ) vanish asymptotically in the same fashion before and
after the duality (it is the same solution!), hence they correspond to operators of dimensions
∆u = ∆φ = 2l + 3. The calculation of fluctuations at the quadratic order are supposed to
match, because the directions u, φ are ’inert/uncharged’ under the duality.
Let us now compare the Type II modes. The equation of motion for the vector mesons
in the Type IIB calculation—see eq.(B.26), coincide with the analogous one in the Type IIA
fluctuating D6—see eq.(4.38). The mass spectrum for the vector mesons coincide before and
after the duality if we replace lKMMW = 2lhere, as already indicated. Notice that using the
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mapping of angular momentum quantum numbers mentioned above, the Type II modes are
identical before and after non-Abelian T-duality.
Let us now compare the Type III modes. In the type IIB system the fluctuations obey the
equations (B.30)- (B.35), which after some assumptions appear in the Type IIA calculation—
see eqs.(4.43) and (4.40),(4.41). Hence, we will have the same solutions and the same spec-
trum, after the identification lKMMW = 2lhere.
Finally, let us discuss the more interesting case of the Type I excitations. Aside from the
scalar fluctuations (δu, δφ) common to all cases and invariant under duality as we explained,
we found after diagonalization, the modes (y1, y2). They correspond to a fluctuation along
the r-direction and the S2(χ, ξ) that the D6 branes are wrapping. The analogous Type IIB
ϕ±I describe excitations on the three sphere that the D7 brane wraps.
The equations of motion for the D7 brane in Type IIB are eqs.(B.22)-(B.23) and the
spectrum is given in eq.(B.24). The operators dual to ϕ±I have dimensions ∆+ = l + 5 and
∆− = l + 1. On the Type IIA side, we find the equations of motion (4.25). The solutions
show the mass spectrum in eq.(4.29) for y1 and eq.(4.31) for y2. We copy them below to ease
the reading. In Type IIA we have,
M2y1 =
4u20
L4
(n+ 2l − 1)(n+ 2l) , l = 2, 3, 4 . . . , ∆y1 = 2l
M2y2 =
4u20
L4
(n+ 2l + 3)(n+ 2l + 4) , l = 1, 2 . . . , ∆y2 = 2l + 6
(7.1)
In Type IIB, we have,
M2+ =
4u20
L4
(n+ l + 2)(n+ l + 3) , l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ∆+ = l + 5 ,
M2− =
4u20
L4
(n+ l)(n+ l + 2) , l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ∆− = l + 1.
(7.2)
We see that under the scaling lKMMW = 2lhere, and for the same excitation level n∗, the
spectrum is not invariant9.
This discrepancy in the result for this observable before and after non-Abelian T-duality
shows that there is some non-trivial effect, at least at the level of detail that Supergravity
allows us to calculate.
These differences are associated with the two different dynamics in the dual conformal
field theories. Notice that the fields decay with different power law before and after the duality.
The dimensions of the associated operators in the dual conformal theories are different.
The comparison between the spectra of the original example of [25] and the NATD case
can be summarised in the Figures 1 & 2.
9Notice that for the y2, ϕ
+
I fluctuations, we can match the spectra if aside from the scaling of l, we also
change the excitation levels n∗ → n∗ + 1.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the spectra for the type I mesons
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Figure 2. Comparison of the spectra for the scalar and type II, III mesons
Regarding the interactions between fluctuations, we found that even in the ’inert’ sector
(u, φ) thre are differences in the coefficients for cubic and quartic interactions calculated in
AdS5 × S5 and its non-Abelian T-dual.
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8 Conclusions and Future Directions
Since the main results of this work have been summarized in Section 7, here we just limit to
observe that at the level of Supergravity, we find that the fluctuations of a D6 brane probing
the non-Abelian T-dual background in eqs.(2.4)-(2.5) are different from those of a D7 brane
probing AdS5 × S5. The same type of effect and differences we have obtained in the Abelian
T-dual background.
Inspired by these results, one may wonder if there exists some stringy mechanism that
changes this discrepancy into agreement, with exact matching between the fluctuations and
interactions.
Nevertheless, it may be the case that the sigma model with boundary (corresponding to
the supergravity background with the probe brane), are actually different two-dimensional
CFTs, not equivalent before and after the duality.
With a holographic perspective, we observe that the N = 2 field theory obtained by
adding a quenched flavor hypermultiplet to N = 4 SYM is different from the field theory
dual to the non-Abelian T-dual background with a quenched flavor.
At this level of analysis, we cannot discard that a stringy effect (both 1/N and 1/λ in
the field theory) will rectify these differences.
The physical situation we discussed in this paper, namely a probe D-brane embedded
in a background with various RR and NS B2,Φ fields active, is reminiscent (and may have
applications) in other systems. For example, holographic models of the Chiral Magnetic Effect
[32], or models of String phenomenology with magnetized D-branes.
In similar systems, for example in the study of probes in the Polchinski-Strassler system,
the effect of the background B2 field is to introduce a change in the masses of the mesons
∆m ∼ B2 [33]. Similar effects (a change in the mass spectrum proportional to the deformation
parameter) happen when studying mesons in field theories dual to TsT deformations [34] of
a given background.
In our case, the non-Abelian T-duality does not introduce a parameter and should not
be thought of as a deformation. The differences in the observables studied here (masses and
interactions) are few and they occur for particular fluctuations. It is also interesting to notice
that even when our system consist of D4 and D6 branes, the presence of the NS fields makes
it behave more like a D3-D7 system in the formalism of [30].
Some interesting things are left open to be understood with further work. The kappa-
symmetry preservation of the embeddings used (that should show that N = 2 SUSY is
preserved by the probe). The reasons for the non-trivial matchings under the lKMMW = 2lhere
change. The fact that the probe D6 brane localises at the positions r = qpi in the non-Abelian
T-dual background, suggest that some observables should depend directly upon the parameter
q and hence be quantised. Here, we found this behaviour for the interactions terms mediating
meson decay, but it would be interesting to find other such observables.
More generally, the ”duality-character” of non-Abelian T-duality remains elusive. It
would be good to apply the ideas in this paper and analyze other brane probes and their
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fluctuations. Not only restricted to mesons, but actually extending this analysis to other
observables in the field theory that rely on probe branes. For example, Baryon vertex, Giant
Gravitons, couplings defined by probe branes, etc. In a variety of papers dealing with the
interplay between non-Abelian duality and holography [13]-[24], it was seen that for each
observable in the seed field theory, there was some probe brane in the non-Abelian T dual
background that could play the role of such observable in the corresponding field theory.
We suggest that aside from identifying the putative probe, its fluctuations should be studied
following the formalism and ideas in this paper.
Finally, to probe the stringy character of non-Abelian T-duality, the best would be to
study the full string theory on the non-Abelian T-dualized backgrounds. We have in mind, for
example, taking the pp-wave limit and using the formalism initiated in [35]. Other approaches
where stringy characteristic of the system play a role in the dynamics, like those represented
by the papers [36] also point to the same conclusions we arrived to in this work.
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A A nice way to calculate the non-Abelian T-dual of AdS5 × S5
In this appendix we present a set of general formulas, developed in [26], that are useful to
obtain the non-abelian T-dual for a background containing a three sphere and dualizing on
one of the two SU(2)’s inside SO(4). Indeed, according to [26], if one starts with a type IIB
supergravity solution with metric that has the form,
ds2 = ds2(M7) + e
2Ads2(S3) ,
and RR fields that preserve the SU(2) symmetry,
F5 = G2 ∧Vol(S3)− e−3A ?7 G2 ,
F3 = G3 −mVol(S3) ,
F1 = G1 ,
(A.1)
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then it is very easy to read the fields of the dual type IIA supergravity solution which have
the following structure 10,
dsˆ2 = ds2(M7) + α
′2e−2Adr2 +
α′2r2e2A
α′2r2 + e4A
ds2(S2) ,
B̂ = B + B˜ , B˜ =
α′3r3
α′2r2 + e4A
Vol(S2) , e−2Φ̂ = e−2Φe2A
α′2r2 + e4A
α′3
(A.2)
and
F̂0 = m α
′−3/2 , F̂2 =
m α′3/2r3
α′2r2 + e4A
Vol(S2) + α′1/2rdr ∧G1 − α′−3/2G2 ,
F̂4 =
α′3/2r2e4A
α′2r2 + e4A
G1 ∧ dr ∧Vol(S2)− α
′3/2r3
α′2r2 + e4A
G2 ∧Vol(S2)
+ α′1/2rdr ∧G3 + α′−3/2e3A ?7 G3 .
(A.3)
In the expressions above B and Φ are the NS two-form and the dilaton of the ’seed’ solution.
Moreover, it is important to notice that in order to apply the formulas written above one
has to take into account that the three sphere of the original solution must be normalized
such that R
(S3)
µν =
1
2g
(S3)
µν . So in our case we have to adjust the line element of the original
background so that a three sphere satisfies this condition. This can be achieved by a global
rescaling. For the original seed-background in eq.(2.1), we have
e2A =
L2 ρ2
4 R2
, B = 0 , Φ = 0 ,
G1 = G3 = 0 , G2 = −d
[
L4 u2
(
R2 + ρ2
)
8 R4
dφ
]
.
(A.4)
From this, using eqs.(A.2), (A.3) we get the expressions for the NS and RR sector of the dual
solution written in eqs.(2.4)-(2.5).
B Details of the Fluctuation Analysis in KMMW
In this appendix, we present all intermediate steps leading to the derivation of the formu-
las in Section 3. Before that, it is useful to make a detour to summarize aspects of the
hypergeometric function.
The Gaussian hypergeometric function
The Gaussian hypergeometric function, 2F1(a, b; c;x), is the solution of the following second
order ordinary differential equation,
x(1− x)y′′ +
[
c− (1 + a+ b)x
]
y′ − aby = 0 . (B.1)
10 We have restored the dependence on α′ for the dual solution respect to the formulas given in [26].
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An alternative definition of the hypergeometric function is through power series, namely,
2F1(a, b; c;x) =
∞∑
n=0
(a)n (b)n
n! (c)n
xn = 1 +
ab
c
x+
a(a+ 1)b(b+ 1)
2! c(c+ 1)
x2 + . . . (B.2)
where (a)n is the Pochhammer symbol that is defined as,
(a)n =
{
a · (a+ 1) · (a+ 2) · . . . · (a+ n− 1), for n = 1, 2, . . .
1 for n = 0
, (B.3)
or
(a)n =
Γ(a+ n)
Γ(a)
. (B.4)
From the definition in terms of power series we see that the hypergeometric function is
symmetric in the first two arguments, i.e.
2F1(a, b; c;x) = 2F1(b, a; c;x) . (B.5)
Another useful identity is the so called Euler’s transformation,
2F1(a, b; c;x) = (1− x)c−a−b2F1(c− a, c− b; c;x) . (B.6)
Moreover, if one of the first two arguments is a negative integer we see that the infinite
power series becomes finite, i.e. a polynomial, due to the Pochhammer symbol. To see this
let us take a = −|a| < 0 and b > 0. Then,
(a)n = 0 for n = |a|+ 1 = −a+ 1 (B.7)
and the hypergeometric series become a polynomial of degree |a| = −a. If it happens that
a < 0 and b < 0 with |a| > |b| then (b)n goes to zero ”faster” than (a)n and thus the degree
of the polynomial now is |b| = −b. In other words, the hypergeometric 2F1(a, b; c;−z2) with
b > a has a series expansion with a finite number of terms if b = −n (for n a positive integer).
In this case the large z asymptotics of the function is 2F1(a, b; c;−z2) ∼ z2n.
We impose these conditions and use the identities above when solving the equations
of motion for fluctuations of the probe D7 branes in AdS5 × S5 and for D6 branes in the
non-Abelian T-dual of AdS5 × S5 described in Section 2.
Let us now discuss the details of the dynamics for the fluctuations (at second order) of
probe D7 branes in AdS5 × S5.
Fluctuations of the scalar fields
We already mentioned that the directions transverse to the D7 brane are u and φ. Hence
for the scalar fluctuations around the constant embedding of the equation (3.3) we adopt the
following perturbation scheme,
u = u0 + δu , φ = 0 + δφ . (B.8)
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Then the quadratic Lagrangian of the fluctuations takes the form,
L ' −TD7
√
−det g g
ab
ρ2 + u20
(
∂aδu ∂bδu+ u
2
0 ∂aδφ ∂bδφ
)
, (B.9)
where g here is the induced metric which corresponds to the constant embedding of the
equation (3.3) and the indices a, b run over the worldvolume directions of the D7 brane.
From this expression one can easily see that the linearized equations of motion for δu and δφ
have the same form, which is,
L4(
ρ2 + u20
)2f + 1ρ3∂ρ(ρ3∂ρf)+ 1ρ2∇2S3f = 0 , (B.10)
where  = ηµν∂µ∂ν , µ, ν = 0, . . . , 3 and ∇2S3 is the Laplacian of the unit three-sphere
spanned by the directions α, β, γ.
The above equation of motion can be solved using separation of variables,
f = eik·xϕ(ρ)Y l(S3) , (B.11)
where Y l(S3) with l ≥ 0 are the scalar spherical harmonics on S3 which satisfy the following
eigenvalue problem,
∇2S3Y l = −l(l + 2)Y l . (B.12)
If we plug this ansatz into the equation of motion then we end up with a second order
differential equation for the radial function ϕ which has the form,
∂2zϕ+
3
z
∂zϕ+
[
M¯2(
z2 + 1
)2 − l(l + 2)z2
]
ϕ = 0, (B.13)
and we have defined the dimensionless parameters
z =
ρ
u0
, M¯2 = −k
2L4
u20
=
M2L4
u20
. (B.14)
This equation can be solved analytically in terms of a hypergeometric function. A valid
solution must be real-valued, regular and small enough in amplitude in order to justify the
use of quadratic Lagrangian. Reality and regularity of the solution at the origin suggest that
we must chose the following solution,
ϕ(z) = zl
(
z2 + 1
)−α
2F1
(− α,−α+ l + 1; l + 2;−z2) , (B.15)
where
2α = −1 +
√
1 + M¯2 ≥ 0 . (B.16)
We have already seen that a hypergeometric function in general can be thought as an infinite
series and as a consequence our solution might be divergent as z → ∞. In such a case the
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solution becomes problematic since it corresponds to a non-normalizable mode. To avoid this
happen we will cause the infinite series to terminate by imposing the following condition,
− α+ l + 1 = −n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (B.17)
Then after imposing this condition one easily verifies that at large values of z the solution
vanishes as z−l−2. This behavior suggests that the mode with l = 0 should not be considered
in the spectrum because it is not square integrable. Moreover, this condition together with
the equation (B.16) tells us that the four-dimensional mass spectrum of the scalar mesons is,
Ms(n, l) =
2u0
L2
√(
n+ l + 1
)(
n+ l + 2
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . . (B.18)
Finally, the conformal dimension of the UV operator is ∆ = l + 3.
Fluctuations of the gauge fields
We already mentioned that the scalar fluctuations do not couple with the fluctuations of the
worldvolume gauge field. This means that in order to study the spectrum of vector mesons
we can simply turn off the fluctuations for u, φ and keep only those for Aa. For this reason
we adopt the following perturbation scheme,
Aa = 0 + δAa ⇒ Fab = 0 + δFab . (B.19)
Then the linearized equation of motion for δAa takes the simple form,
∂a
(√
−det g δF ab
)
− 4ρ
(
ρ2 + u20
)
L4
δbi ε
ijk∂jδAk = 0 , (B.20)
where the indices a, b run over the worldvolume coordinates of the D7 brane and i, j, k over
the S3 directions. Also, εijk is a tensor density (i.e. it takes the values ±1). According to [25]
there are three type of mesons that one can consider here. Each of them is described below.
Type I mesons:
The first type of mesons arises when the only non-vanishing fluctuations of the world-
volume gauge field are those along the three-sphere. This kind of fluctuations is described
in eq. (3.9) 11. Using this ansatz one finds that ϕ±I is given by the following second order
differential equation,
1
z
∂z
(
z
(
1 + z2
)2
∂zϕ
±
I (z)
)
+ M¯2ϕ±I (z)−
(
l+ 1
)2 (1 + z2)2
z2
ϕ±I (z)∓ 4
(
l+ 1
)(
1 + z2
)
ϕ±I (z) = 0 ,
(B.22)
11 The vector harmonics Y l,±i transform in the
(
l∓1
2
, l±1
2
)
of SO(4) and satisfy
∇i∇iY l,±j −RkjY l,±j = −(l + 1)2Y l,±j ,
εijk∇jY l,±k = ±(l + 1)Y l,±i ,
∇iY l,±i = 0 ,
(B.21)
where Rij = 2δ
i
j is the Ricci tensor of a unit S
3 and ∇i is the covariant derivative on S3.
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where again we expressed everything in terms of the dimensionless quantities written in the
equation (B.14). The solutions that are regular at z = 0 are,
ϕ+I (z) = z
l+1
(
1 + z2
)−1−α
2F1
(
l + 2− α,−1− α; l + 2;−z2) ,
ϕ−I (z) = z
l+1
(
1 + z2
)−1−α
2F1
(
l − α, 1− α; l + 2;−z2) , (B.23)
where again the parameter α is defined in the equation (B.16). From the solutions we can
extract the mass spectra for the type I mesons which are,
M2I,+ =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l + 2
)(
n+ l + 3
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . ,
M2I,− =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l
)(
n+ l + 2
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . .
(B.24)
Also, the asymptotic behavior of the solutions at large values of z is,
ϕ+I (z) ∼ z−l−5 , ϕ−I (z) ∼ z−l−1 (B.25)
and the conformal dimensions of the corresponding operators at the UV are ∆+ = l + 5 and
∆− = l + 1.
Type II mesons:
Another consistent type of fluctuations is the one where the only non-vanishing fluctu-
ations of the worldvolume gauge field are those along the Minkowski directions. This gives
rise to the mesons of type II and the corresponding ansatz is given in eq. (3.11). In this case
the equation of motion for the fluctuations of the worldvolume gauge field reduces to,
1
z3
∂z
(
z3∂zϕII(z)
)
+
[
M¯2(
1 + z2
)2 − l(l + 2)z2
]
ϕII(z) = 0 . (B.26)
The solution of this differential equation which is regular at z = 0 is,
ϕII(z) = z
l
(
1 + z2
)−α
2F1
(
l + 1− α,−α; l + 2;−z2) , (B.27)
with α given in the equation (B.16). This solution results to the following mass spectrum,
M2II =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l + 1
)(
n+ l + 2
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . . (B.28)
Also, at z →∞ the solution behaves as,
ϕII(z) ∼ z−l−2 (B.29)
and conformal dimension of the associated UV is ∆ = l+ 3. Notice that due to this behavior,
the l = 0 mode is not square integrable and thus we exclude it from the spectrum.
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Type III mesons:
The last category of mesons, which is called type III, corresponds to the perturbation
scheme of the equation (3.13). In the case of the type III mesons the equation of motion for
b = µ field simplifies to,
l(l + 2)ϕ˜III(ρ) =
1
ρ
∂ρ
(
ρ3ϕIII(ρ)
)
. (B.30)
The solution for l = 0 is ϕIII ∼ 1/ρ3 which is not regular at ρ = 0 and thus we are not going
to consider it.
The equations that arise when we set b = ρ and b = j are,
b = ρ : l(l + 2)∂ρϕ˜III(ρ) = l(l + 2)ϕIII(ρ)− M
2L4ρ2(
ρ2 + u20
)2ϕIII(ρ) ,
b = j : ∂ρ
[
ρ
(
ρ2 + u20
)2
L4
(
∂ρϕ˜III − ϕIII
)]
+ ρM2ϕ˜III = 0 .
(B.31)
We see that we obtain three differential equations for the radial functions ϕIII(ρ) and ϕ˜III(ρ).
One can easily confirm that these equations are not independent. Indeed, it is easy to recover
the equation (B.30) from the formulas in the equation (B.31). If we now eliminate ϕ˜III using
the first formula in the equation (B.31) and the equation (B.30) then we end up with a second
order differential equation for ϕIII which has the following form
12,
∂z
(
1
z
∂z
(
z3ϕIII(z)
))
+
[
M¯2z2(
1 + z2
)2 − l(l + 2)
]
ϕIII(z) = 0 , (B.32)
where we expressed everything in terms of the dimensionless parameters (B.14). The solution
of this differential equation that is regular at z = 0 is,
ϕIII(z) = z
l−1(1 + z2)−α2F1(− α+ l + 1,−α; l + 2;−z2) . (B.33)
From this we obtain the mass spectrum,
M2III =
4u20
L4
(
n+ l + 1
)(
n+ l + 2
)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , l = 1, 2, . . . . (B.34)
Finally the behavior of the solution at the boundary is,
ϕIII(z) ∼ z−l−3 (B.35)
and the conformal dimension of the associated UV operator is ∆ = l + 3.
All these fluctuations above move in a curved space as indicated for example in eq.(B.9).
We impose, aside from regularity, a square integrability condition on these fluctuations. In
other words we need that
∫∞
0 dz
√
det g |f(z)|2 to be finite. For the case of AdS5×S5 we have√
det g = ρ3.
12 The term that is proportional to M¯2 is different from the corresponding term of the equation (3.42) in
[25] by an overall sign.
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C The probe embeddings
In this appendix we present in a schematic way the finding of the embeddings of the D6
branes that we used in the main text.
C.1 D6 constant embedding in the NATD background
It turns out that the finding of the embedding of a D-brane is a complicated task since
in general one has to solve a non-linear system of partial differential equations in order to
determine the embedding functions of the brane. Thus here we are going to give the basic
arguments which advocate that a constant embedding of the form (4.5) is a good choice for
our study.
As a first step we consider that the embedding functions of the D6 brane depend on all
the worldvolume coordinates and thus we take,
r = r(xµ, ρ, χ, ξ) , u = u(xµ, ρ, χ, ξ) , φ = φ(xµ, ρ, χ, ξ) . (C.1)
Then the dynamics of our D6 brane is described by the DBIWZ action given in the equation
(4.2). In principle the DBIWZ action is a functional of the embedding functions. Thus,
knowing the precise form of the DBIWZ action one can compute the equations of motion for
the embedding functions r, u and φ.
In order to construct the DBI part of the action we need to find the induced metric on
the D6 brane which in our case takes the following form,
ds2D6 =
R2
L2
ηµνdx
µdxν +
L2
R2
dρ2 +
4α′2L2R2ρ2r2
16α′2R4r2 + L4ρ4
(
dχ2 + sin2 χ dξ2
)
+
[
L2
R2
(
∂Mu ∂Nu+ u
2∂Mφ ∂Nφ
)
+
4α′2R2
L2ρ2
∂Mr ∂Nr
]
dxMdxN ,
(C.2)
where the indices µ, ν run only over the Minkowski directions and M,N on the worldvolume
coordinates of the D6 brane. Also we consider the dilaton of the background given in the
equation (2.4) and the NS two-form that appears in the equation (4.4). Notice that this
expression for the NS two-form is after a large gauge transformation. Here we use this form
as it is more generic and we can always go to the case before the large gauge transformation
simply by setting q = 0.
For the WZ part of the action one needs to evaluate the pullback of the combination 13
C7 −B2 ∧ C l.g.5 which in this case takes the form,
P
[
C7 −Bl.g.2 ∧ C5
]
=
2α′3/2
3L4
R2r2
(
3qpi − 2r)(u ∂ρu+ ρ) dx1,3 ∧ dρ ∧Vol(S2) . (C.3)
13 Notice that 1
2
C3 ∧Bl.g.2 ∧Bl.g.2 − 16C1 ∧Bl.g.2 ∧Bl.g.2 ∧Bl.g.2 = 0 since Bl.g.2 ∧Bl.g.2 = 0.
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For the sake of simplicity, instead of presenting the general expressions for the D6 brane
Lagrangian and the equations of motion that come out of it, we will give the expressions of
these quantities only after imposing the following form of the embedding functions,
r = r0 = const , u = u0 = const , φ = φ0 = const . (C.4)
In that case the DBI and the WZ parts of the action are,
Lconst. embDBI = −
ρ sinχ
8
√
α′L2
√
L4q2pi2ρ4 + 16α′2r20
(
r0 − qpi
)2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
,
Lconst. embWZ =
2α′3/2
3L4
r20
(
3qpi − 2r0
)(
u20 + ρ
2
)
ρ sinχ ,
(C.5)
while each of the equations of motion takes the following form,
Equation of motion for r:
r0
(
qpi−r0
)(
u20+ρ
2
)L2(qpi − 2r0)(u20 + ρ2)− 2√L4q2pi2ρ4 + 16α′2r20(r0 − qpi)2(u20 + ρ2)2√
L4q2pi2ρ4 + 16α′2r20
(
r0 − qpi
)2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 = 0 .
(C.6)
Equation of motion for u:
u0r
2
0
(
r0 − qpi
)2(
u20 + ρ
2
)√
L4q2pi2ρ4 + 16α′2r20
(
r0 − qpi
)2(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 = 0 . (C.7)
Equation of motion for φ:
Vanishes identically. (C.8)
The relevant expressions for the same quantities that correspond to the NS two-form
given in the equation (2.4) can be obtained by setting q = 0. In that case we immediately see
that the only solution to the equations of motion is if we take r0 = 0 while keeping u0 and φ0
arbitrary constants. Such a solution is not interesting since for r0 = 0 both the DBI and the
WZ actions are zero. The way out to this problem is to consider a large gauge transformation
of the NS two-form. Then we see that we can solve the equations of motion for r0 = qpi and
u0, φ0 being arbitrary constants. Obviously this type of embedding does not make the DBI
and the WZ actions to vanish.
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C.2 D6 constant embedding in the Hopf-T-dual background
Let us now give a schematic description of the process we followed in order to verify the
existence of a constant embedding of the form (5.4).
Again, we start by considering that the embedding functions of the D6 brane depend on
all the worldvolume coordinates and thus we take,
γ = γ(xµ, ρ, α, β) , u = u(xµ, ρ, α, β) , φ = φ(xµ, ρ, α, β) . (C.9)
Then the dynamics of our D6 brane is described by the DBIWZ action given in the equation
(5.2). In order to verify that the D6 brane admits a constant embedding of the form (5.3),
we have to compute the equations of motion of the embedding functions γ, u and φ and see
if (5.3) is a solution.
In order to construct the DBI part of the action we need to find the induced metric on
the D6 brane which in our case takes the following form,
ds2D6 =
R2
L2
ηµνdx
µdxν +
L2
R2
dρ2 +
L2ρ2
4R2
(
dα2 + sin2 α dβ2
)
+
[
L2
R2
(
∂Mu ∂Nu+ u
2∂Mφ ∂Nφ
)
+
4α′2R2
L2ρ2
∂Mγ ∂Nγ
]
dxMdxN ,
(C.10)
where the indices µ, ν run only over the Minkowski directions and M,N over the D6 world-
volume directions. Also we consider the dilaton and the NS two-form given in the equation
(2.11).
For the WZ part of the action one needs to evaluate the pullback of the combination
C7 − C5 ∧B2 + 12B2 ∧B2 ∧ C3 which in this case takes the form,
P
[
C7 − C5 ∧B2 + 1
2
B2 ∧B2 ∧ C3
]
= −4α
′3/2
L4
(
u∂ρu+ ρ
)
γ2R2dx1,3 ∧Vol(S2) ∧ dρ
− α
′3/2
L4
γ ∂ργ R
4 dx1,3 ∧Vol(S2) ∧ dρ .
(C.11)
For the sake of simplicity, instead of presenting the general expressions for the D6 brane
Lagrangian and the equations of motion that come out of it, we will give the expressions of
these quantities only after imposing the following form of the embedding functions,
γ = γ0 = const , u = u0 = const , φ = φ0 = const . (C.12)
In that case the DBI and the WZ parts of the action are,
Lconst. embDBI = −
ρ sinα
8
√
α′L2
√
L4ρ4 + 16α′2γ20
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
,
Lconst. embWZ = −
4α′3/2
L4
γ20
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
ρ sinα ,
(C.13)
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while each of the equations of motion takes the following form,
Equation of motion for γ:
γ0
(
u20 + ρ
2
)L2(u20 + ρ2)+ 2√L4ρ4 + 16α′2γ20(u20 + ρ2)2√
L4ρ4 + 16α′2γ20
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 = 0 . (C.14)
Equation of motion for u:
u0γ
2
0
(
u20 + ρ
2
)√
L4ρ4 + 16α′2γ20
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 = 0 . (C.15)
Equation of motion for φ:
Vanishes identically. (C.16)
From the equations of motion we immediately see that the only solution to the equations
of motion is if we take γ0 = 0 while keeping u0 and φ0 arbitrary constants. For such a solution
we observe that WZ action is trivial while the DBI in non-vanishing.
D Useful formulas
Here we consider perturbations a) of the induced metric on the probe brane, b) of the world-
volume gauge field and c) of the dilaton. The perturbations have the general form 14,
gab = g¯ab + δgab , δgab  1 ,
Fab = F¯ab + δFab , δFab  1 ,
Φ = Φ¯ + δΦ , δΦ 1 .
(D.1)
where g¯ab , F¯ are the components of the unperturbed metric and worldvolume gauge field
respectively, while Φ¯ is the unperturbed dilaton. Under this scheme the perturbed DBI
Lagrangian reads
LDBI = −e−Φ
√
−det(g + F) = −e−Φ¯−δΦ
√
−det
[
(g¯ + F¯) + (δg + δF)
]
= −e−Φ¯−δΦ
√
−det(g¯ + F¯)
√
det(1 +X)
= L¯DBI e−δΦ
√
det(1 +X) ,
(D.2)
14 Here Fab is defined as:
Fab = Bab + 2piα′Fab .
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where L¯DBI is the unperturbed DBI Lagrangian and we have defined the matrix
X ≡ (g¯ + F¯)−1(δg + δF) . (D.3)
One can decompose the first factor in the definition of X into a symmetric part G (open string
metric) and an antisymmetric part J as,
(g¯ + F¯)−1 = G−1 + J . (D.4)
Taking also into account the expansion√
det(1 +X) = 1 +
1
2
TrX − 1
4
Tr(X2) +
1
8
(TrX)2 +O(X3) , (D.5)
we can write the perturbed DBI Lagrangian in the following form,
LDBI = L¯DBI e−δΦ
[
1 +
1
2
Gabδgab − 1
2
J abδFab − 1
4
(
GacGbd + J acJ bd
)
δgbcδgad
− 1
4
(
GacGbd + J acJ bd
)
δFbcδFad − GacJ bdδgcbδFda
+
1
8
GabGcdδgabδgcd + 1
8
J abJ cdδFabδFcd − 1
4
GabJ cdδgabδFcd + . . .
] (D.6)
where also one has to expand e−δΦ
e−δΦ = 1− δΦ + 1
2
δΦ2 + . . . (D.7)
Now in order to keep track of the order of the perturbation we find it convenient to
express the fluctuations of the metric, the worldvolume gauge field and the dilaton as
δgab = δg
(1)
ab + δg
(2)
ab + . . . ,
δFab = δF (1)ab + δF (2)ab + . . . ,
δΦ = δΦ(1) + δΦ(2) + . . . ,
(D.8)
where the index in the parenthesis denotes the order of the perturbation. Then one can split
the Lagrangian of the fluctuations in the following way
LDBI = L(0)DBI + L(1)DBI + L(2)DBI + . . . , (D.9)
where again the index in the parenthesis denotes the order of the perturbation. More explicitly
each order takes the following form
Zeroth order
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L(0)DBI = L¯DBI . (D.10)
First order
L(1)DBI = −L¯DBI
(
δΦ(1) − 1
2
Gabδg(1)ab +
1
2
J abδF (1)ab
)
. (D.11)
Second order
L(2)DBI = L¯DBI
[
1
2
(
δΦ(1)
)2 − δΦ(2) − δΦ(1)(1
2
Gabδg(1)ab −
1
2
J abδF (1)ab
)
+
1
2
Gabδg(2)ab
− 1
2
J abδF (2)ab −
1
4
(
GacGbd + J acJ bd
)
δg
(1)
bc δg
(1)
ad −
1
4
(
GacGbd + J acJ bd
)
δF (1)bc δF (1)ad
− GacJ bdδg(1)cb δF (1)da +
1
8
GabGcdδg(1)ab δg(1)cd +
1
8
J abJ cdδF (1)ab δF (1)cd −
1
4
GabJ cdδg(1)ab δF (1)cd
]
.
(D.12)
Obviously the zeroth order part of the DBI Lagrangian does not contribute to the equa-
tions of motion of the fluctuations. Similarly one has to prove that also the first order part
of the DBI Lagrangian together with the first order part of the WZ term are either constant
or can be written as total derivatives so in the end they do not contribute to the equations of
motion. In the following we will omit the zeroth and the first order terms and we will focus
only to the second order terms.
E Quadratic Lagrangians of the fluctuations
In this appendix we calculate the quadratic Lagrangians for the fluctuations of the probe D6
branes in the NATD and the Hopf-T-dual backgrounds. For this purpose we use the tools
developed in the appendix D. In the end, we will show that the two Lagrangians are the same
up to an overall factor of qpi.
E.1 Fluctuations in the NATD background
Let us start with the study of the fluctuations of theD6 probe brane in the NATD background.
First we give the entries of the open string metric G−1 and the antisymmetric matrix J .
Starting with the open string metric we find,
Gµν = L2
u20+ρ
2 η
µν , µ, ν = 0, . . . , 3 , Gρρ = u20+ρ2
L2
,
Gχχ = 4u20+ρ2
L2ρ2
, Gξξ = 4
sin2 χ
u20+ρ
2
L2ρ2
.
(E.1)
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where ηµν is the inverse of the four-dimensional Minkowski metric. For the antisymmetric
matrix we find that the only non-vanishing elements are,
J χξ = −J ξχ = − 1
qα′pi sinχ
. (E.2)
Let us now consider the fluctuation of the dilaton. Adopting the scheme in eq. (4.6) we
compute,
Φ =
1
2
log
[
64α′3
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
L2ρ2∆
]
− 16α
′2qpi
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
∆
δr +
u0
(
2L4ρ4 + ∆
)(
u20 + ρ
2
)
∆
δu
+
8α′2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2(
∆− 2L4ρ4)
∆2
δr2 − 64L
4α′2qpiu0ρ4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
∆2
δu δr
− u
2
0
(
∆2 + 10L4ρ4∆− 8L8ρ8)− ρ2(∆ + 2L4ρ4)∆
2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
∆2
δu2 + . . .
(E.3)
where for convenience we have defined the function ∆ to be,
∆ = L4ρ4 + 16α′2q2pi2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
. (E.4)
Let us do the same with the metric. We will compute the line element for each order in
the expansion,
Zeroth order
ds2(0) =
u20 + ρ
2
L2
dx21,3 +
L2
u20 + ρ
2
dρ2 +
4L2α′2q2pi2ρ2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
∆
(dχ2 + sin2 χ dξ2). (E.5)
First order
ds2(1) =
2u0
L2
δu dx21,3 −
2L2u0(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 δu dρ2 + 8L2α′2qpiρ2
[
L4ρ4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
∆2
δr
− qpiu0
(
∆− 2L4ρ4)
∆2
δu
] (
dχ2 + sin2 χdξ2
)
.
(E.6)
Second order
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ds2(2) =
4α′2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L2ρ2
∂Mδr ∂Nδr dx
MdxN +
L2
u20 + ρ
2
[
∂Mδu ∂Nδu+ u
2
0 ∂Mδφ ∂Nδφ
]
dxMdxN
+
4L2α′2ρ2
∆3
[
q2pi2
u20
(
3∆2 − 18L4ρ4∆ + 16L8ρ8)−∆ρ2(∆− 2L4ρ4)
u20 + ρ
2
δu2
− 4L4qpiu0ρ4
(
3∆− 4L4ρ4)δr δu− L4ρ4(u20 + ρ2)(3∆− 4L4ρ4)δr2
] (
dχ2 + sin2 χdξ2
)
+
δu2
L2
dx21,3 + L
2 3u
2
0 − ρ2(
u20 + ρ
2
)3 δu2 dρ2 ,
(E.7)
where the indices M,N run over x1,3, ρ, χ, ξ.
Similarly we compute the fluctuation of the NS two-form B2,
B2 = −L
4α′qpiρ4
∆
sinχ dχ ∧ dξ + 16α
′3q2pi2
∆2
[(
u20 + ρ
2
)2(
2L4ρ4 + ∆
)
δr
+ 4L4qpiu0ρ
4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
δu
]
sinχ dχ ∧ dξ − 16L
4α′3qpiρ4
∆3
[(
u20 + ρ
2
)2(
∆− 4L4ρ4
)
δr2
+ 4qpiu0
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(
∆− 4L4ρ4
)
δr δu− 2q2pi2
(
8u20L
4ρ4 −
(
5u20 − ρ2
)
∆
)
δu2
]
sinχ dχ ∧ dξ
+ . . .
(E.8)
Now we have all the ingredients to compute the DBI Lagrangian up to second order in
the fluctuations using the formulas (D.10), (D.11) and (D.12). It turns out that the zeroth
and first order terms take the following simple form,
L(0)DBI = −
qpiρ3
8
√
α′
sinχ , L(1)DBI =
piρ3
4
√
α′
δFχξ , (E.9)
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while the second order term is given by the following expression,
L(2)DBI = −
α′3/2qpi
4
ρ sinχ ηµν∂µδr ∂νδr − L
4qpiρ3 sinχ
16
√
α′
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 ηµν(∂µδu ∂νδu+ u20∂µδφ ∂νδφ)
− α
3/2qpi
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
sinχ
L4ρ
[
δr2 +
ρ2
4
(
∂ρδr
)2
+
(
∂χδr
)2
+
1
sin2 χ
(
∂ξδr
)2]
− qpiρ sinχ
4
√
α′
[
ρ2
4
(
∂ρδu
)2
+
(
∂χδu
)2
+
1
sin2 χ
(
∂ξδu
)2
+
u20ρ
2
4
(
∂ρδφ
)2
+ u20
(
∂χδφ
)2
+
u20
sin2 χ
(
∂ξδφ
)2]− 4α′3/2qpi2(u20 + ρ2)2
L4ρ
δFχξ δr − α
′3/2L4qpi3ρ3 sinχ
8
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 ηµνηκλδFµκδFνλ
− α′3/2qpi3ρ sinχ ηµν
[
ρ2
4
δFµρδFνρ + δFµχδFνχ +
1
sin2 χ
δFµξδFνξ
]
− α
′3/2qpi3ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
sinχ
L4
[
δF 2ρχ +
1
sin2 χ
δF 2ρξ +
4
ρ2 sin2 χ
δF 2χξ
]
,
(E.10)
where the indices µ, ν, κ, λ run over the Minkowski directions x1,3.
For the WZ term one has to perturb also the RR potentials C5 and C7 which are given
in the equation (2.8). In this case, before perturbing the RR potentials we notice that the
combination C7 −Bl.g.2 ∧ C5 simplifies to,
C7 −Bl.g.2 ∧ C5 =
2α′3/2r2R3
3L4
(
3qpi − 2r) sinχ dx1,3 ∧ dR ∧ dχ ∧ dξ . (E.11)
Now in the expansion of LWZ one has also to consider the fluctuation of the worldvolume
field strength that is inside F . So for the zeroth and first order we find the simple expressions
below,
L(0)WZ =
2α′3/2q3pi3ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
3L4
sinχ ,
L(1)WZ =
2α′3/2q3pi3u0
3L4
sinχ ∂ρ
[(
u20 + ρ
2
)
δu
]
− 4α
′3/2q2pi3ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L4
δFχξ ,
(E.12)
while for the second order term we get,
L(2)WZ = −
2α′3/2qpiρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L4
sinχ δr2 +
α′3/2q3pi3
3L4
sinχ ∂ρ
[(
3u20 + ρ
2
)
δu2
]
− 4α
′3/2q2pi3u0
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L4
[
δFρχ ∂ξδu− δFρξ ∂χδu+ δFχξ ∂ρδu
]
− 8α
′3/2qpi2ρ
L4
[(
u20 + ρ
2
)
δr + qpiu0 δu
]
δFχξ .
(E.13)
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Notice that the second term in the first line of the formula above is a total derivative and
thus we can drop it. Moreover, the last two lines can be simplified if we integrate by parts
the three terms of the second line and combine them with the terms of the third line. After
doing that we obtain,
− 4α
′3/2q2pi3u0
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L4
[
δFρχ ∂ξδu− δFρξ ∂χδu+ δFχξ ∂ρδu
]
− 8α
′3/2qpi2ρ
L4
[(
u20 + ρ
2
)
δr + qpiu0 δu
]
δFχξ = −8α
′3/2qpi2(u20 + ρ2)ρ
L4
δrδFχξ + tot. der.
(E.14)
After dropping the total derivative terms, we can rewrite the second order WZ term as,
L(2)WZ = −
2α′3/2qpiρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L4
sinχ δr2 − 8α
′3/2qpi2(u20 + ρ2)ρ
L4
δrδFχξ . (E.15)
Obviously the zeroth order terms of the DBI and WZ parts do not contribute to the
equations of motion for the fluctuations. Looking at the first order terms we notice that they
can be written as total derivatives and thus we do not consider them in the calculation for
the equations of motion. Finally, the total second order Lagrangian for the fluctuations is
given by the sum of L(2)DBI and L(2)WZ .
E.2 Fluctuations in the Hopf-T-dual background
We continue with the study of the fluctuations of the D6 probe brane in the Hopf-T-dual
background. First we give the entries of the open string metric G−1 and the antisymmetric
matrix J . Starting with the open string metric we find,
Gµν = L2
u20+ρ
2 η
µν , µ, ν = 0, . . . , 3 , Gρρ = u20+ρ2
L2
,
Gχχ = 4u20+ρ2
L2ρ2
, Gξξ = 4
sin2 α
u20+ρ
2
L2ρ2
.
(E.16)
where ηµν is the inverse of the four-dimensional Minkowski metric. For the antisymmetric
matrix J we conclude that all of its entries are zero. This is because the pullback of the NS
two-form on the D6-brane worldvolume is trivial.
Let us now consider the fluctuation of the dilaton. Adopting the scheme in eq. (5.4) we
compute,
Φ = ln
2
√
α′
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
Lρ
+
u0
u20 + ρ
2
δu− u
2
0 − ρ2
2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 δu2 + . . . (E.17)
Let us do the same with the metric. We will compute the line element for each order in
the expansion,
Zeroth order
ds2(0) =
u20 + ρ
2
L2
dx21,3 +
L2
u20 + ρ
2
dρ2 +
L2ρ2
4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(dα2 + sin2 α dβ2). (E.18)
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First order
ds2(1) =
2u0
L2
δu dx21,3 −
2L2u0(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 δu dρ2 − L2ρ2u02(u20 + ρ2)2 δu(dα2 + sin2 α dβ2). (E.19)
Second order
ds2(2) =
4α′2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L2ρ2
∂Mδγ ∂Nδγ dx
MdxN +
L2
u20 + ρ
2
[
∂Mδu ∂Nδu+ u
2
0 ∂Mδφ ∂Nδφ
]
dxMdxN
+
L2ρ2(3u20 − ρ2)
4(u20 + ρ
2)3
δu2
(
dα2 + sin2 α dβ2
)
+
δu2
L2
dx21,3 + L
2 3u
2
0 − ρ2(
u20 + ρ
2
)3 δu2 dρ2 ,
(E.20)
where the indices M,N run over the worldvolume directions of the D6 brane x1,3, ρ, α, β.
Similarly we compute the fluctuation of the NS two-form B2,
B2 = α
′δγ sinα dα ∧ dβ + . . . (E.21)
Now we have all the ingredients to compute the DBI Lagrangian up to second order in
the fluctuations using the formulas (D.10), (D.11) and (D.12). It turns out that the zeroth
and first order terms take the following simple form,
L(0)DBI = −
ρ3
8
√
α′
sinα , L(1)DBI = 0 , (E.22)
while the second order term is given by the following expression,
L(2)DBI = −
α′3/2
4
ρ sinα ηµν∂µδγ ∂νδγ − L
4ρ3 sinα
16
√
α′
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 ηµν(∂µδu ∂νδu+ u20∂µδφ ∂νδφ)
− α
3/2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
sinα
L4ρ
[
δγ2 +
ρ2
4
(
∂ρδγ
)2
+
(
∂αδγ
)2
+
1
sin2 α
(
∂βδγ
)2]
− ρ sinα
4
√
α′
[
ρ2
4
(
∂ρδu
)2
+
(
∂αδu
)2
+
1
sin2 α
(
∂βδu
)2
+
u20ρ
2
4
(
∂ρδφ
)2
+ u20
(
∂αδφ
)2
+
u20
sin2 α
(
∂βδφ
)2]− 4α′3/2pi(u20 + ρ2)2
L4ρ
δFαβ δγ − α
′3/2L4pi2ρ3 sinα
8
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 ηµνηκλδFµκδFνλ
− α′3/2pi2ρ sinα ηµν
[
ρ2
4
δFµρδFνρ + δFµαδFνα +
1
sin2 α
δFµβδFνβ
]
− α
′3/2pi2ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
sinα
L4
[
δF 2ρα +
1
sin2 α
δF 2ρβ +
4
ρ2 sin2 α
δF 2αβ
]
,
(E.23)
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where the indices µ, ν, κ, λ run over the Minkowski directions x1,3.
For the WZ term one has to perturb also the RR potentials C3, C5 and C7 which are
given in the equations (2.14) and (2.15) respectively. Moreover, one has also to consider the
fluctuation of the worldvolume field strength that is inside F . A simple computation tells us
that the zeroth and the first order terms of the WZ action vanish, i.e.
L(0)WZ = L(1)WZ = 0 , (E.24)
while for the second order term we get,
L(2)WZ = −
4α′3/2ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L4
sinα δγ2−α
′3/2
L4
(
u20+ρ
2
)2
sinα δγ ∂ρδγ−8α
′3/2pi(u20 + ρ2)ρ
L4
δγ δFαβ .
(E.25)
Notice that we can integrate by parts the second term in the expression above and combine it
with the first one. After dropping the total derivative term that comes from the integration
by parts we get,
L(2)WZ = −
2α′3/2ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)
L4
sinα δγ2 − 8α
′3/2pi(u20 + ρ2)ρ
L4
δγ δFαβ . (E.26)
Obviously the zeroth order term of the DBI part does not contribute to the equations of
motion for the fluctuations. Finally, the total second order Lagrangian for the fluctuations is
given by the sum of L(2)DBI and L(2)WZ .
Notice that the total action of the NATD case is almost identical to the total action here
under the map in equation (5.6). The only difference between the two actions is an overall
factor of qpi. This will also imply that the equations of motion of the fluctuations here will
be mapped to the equations of motion of the NATD case using the relation (5.6).
F General Equations for the Fluctuations
In this section we study the general equations for a fluctuation of the form of eq.(4.6).
Equation for δr
L4ρ2 δr + ρ2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
∂2ρδr + ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(
u20 + 5ρ
2
)
∂ρδr − 4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(
u20 + 3ρ
2
)
δr
+ 4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2∇2S2δr − 8pi (u20 + ρ2)(u20 + 3ρ2)sinχ δFχξ = 0 .
(F.1)
Equation for δu
L4ρ2δu+ ρ2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
∂2ρδu+ 3ρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
∂ρδu+ 4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2∇2S2δu = 0 . (F.2)
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Equation for δφ
The equation for δφ is exactly the same as the one for δu.
Equation for δAC , C = t, x1, x2, x3, ρ
L4ρ2δAC − L4ρ2∂C
(
ηµν∂µδAν
)− ρ2(u20 + ρ2)2∂ρδFCρ − 3ρ(u20 + ρ2)2δFCρ
+ 4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2∇2S2δAC − 4(u20 + ρ2)2∂C∂χδAχ − 4(u20 + ρ2)2 cotχ ∂CδAχ
− 4
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
sin2 χ
∂C∂ξδAξ = 0 .
(F.3)
Equation for δAχ
− 2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(
u20 + 3ρ
2
)
sinχ
∂ξδr + piL
4ρ2δAχ − piL4ρ2∂χ
(
ηµν∂µδAν
)
+ piρ2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
∂ρδFρχ
+ piρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(
u20 + 5ρ
2
)
δFρχ − 4pi
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
sin2 χ
∂ξδFχξ = 0 .
(F.4)
Equation for δAξ
− 2
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(
u20 + 3ρ
2
)
sinχ
∂χδr − piL4 ρ
2
sin2 χ
δAξ + piL4
ρ2
sin2 χ
∂ξ
(
ηµν∂µδAν
)− pi ρ2
sin2 χ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
∂ρδFρξ
− piρ
(
u20 + ρ
2
)(
u20 + 5ρ
2
)
sin2 χ
δFρξ − 4pi
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2
sin2 χ
∂χδFχξ + 4pi
(
u20 + ρ
2
)2 cotχ
sin2 χ
δFχξ = 0 .
(F.5)
For simplicity we have defined the operators  and ∇2S2 as,
f1 = ηµν∂µ∂νf1 , ∇2S2f2 =
1
sinχ
∂χ
(
sinχ ∂χf2
)
+
1
sin2 χ
∂2ξ f2 , (F.6)
where f1 = f1(x
µ) and f2 = f2(χ, ξ).
In the main part of the paper we solve this coupled system of differential equations for
three different consistent fluctuations.
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